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Study Objectives: “We aimed to develop an algorithm for accurate and rapid exclusion and diagnosis of 
AMI after 1 hour using a cutoff below the 99th percentile and compare it with the recommended 
3-hour approach” .This included testing a 1-hour diagnostic algorithm to diagnose AMI using a high-
sensitivity troponin I assay with a new cutoff level of 6 ng/L. NSTEMI type I = ischemia due to plaque 
rupture. Type II = ischemia due to supply-demand mismatch 
 
Inclusion Criteria: 1040 patients presenting with acute chest pain “suggestive of AMI” in the ED of the 
University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf from 7/19/13 to 12/31/14.  
 -Acute chest pain and/or other symptoms suggestive of AMI 
 -Older than 18 years 
 -Willing to participate in the study 
 -Able to give written informed consent  
 
Exclusion Criteria: Patients with STEMI (57 patients), those who were unwilling to participate in the 
study or those who were unable to give written informed consent  
 
Methodology: Prospective cohort study that used 3 separate cohorts to test a 1-hour vs 3-hour algorithm 
and compare the diagnostic accuracy of the calculated lower cutoff vs the 99th percentile. A 12 month 
follow-up mortality was evaluated. The lower troponin cutoff was validated in 2 independent cohorts 
(ADAPT and APACE studies).  
 
The Biomarkers in Acute Cardiac Care (BACC) cohort underwent a routine clinical assessment, blood 
was drawn at admission, at 1 hour, and at 3 hours. A primary diagnosis of AMI was based on high-
sensitivity troponin T assay. Two cardiologists blinded to study troponin I results adjudicated the final 
diagnosis independently using all other clinical findings available .  
 
Troponin I cutoff was determined by using 2-27 (99th percentile) ng/L to look for the highest negative 
predictive value, max number of individuals with AMI excluded, exceeding the 10% coefficient of 
variation of 5.2 ng/L. BACC cohort optimal cutoff level was 6 ng/L or .006 ng/mL. Values of >6ng/L at 1 
hr, 3 hr or an increase (or decrease) of at least 12ng/L from admission was considered “rule in” 
 
Exclusion of NSTEMI was defined by a troponin I level less than 6 ng/L at admission and after 1 hour or 
at admission and after 3 hours. To identify NSTEMI, a value greater than 6 ng/L at admission with an 
increase or decrease of at least 12 ng/L at 1 or 3 hours from admission was used. It was used to increase 
the PPV. 
 -Gray zone group = NSTEMI could not be identified or excluded with elevated but non-dynamic 
troponin I levels  
 
This algorithm was then applied retrospectively to previously published cohorts  in the ADAPT (1748 
patients) and APACE (2261 patients) studies.  



 
They separated patients by: 
 -Age: <75 or >/= 75 years 
 -HTN: Yes or no 
 -Heart failure: yes or no 
 -Afib: yes or no 
 -Hx of AMI: yes or no 
 -renal function: GFR <45 or >/= 45 
 
Results (see below): Median age of 65, 64.7% male, 35.5% female.  
 -Best performing cutoff value was 6 ng/L with NPV 99.8% after 1 hour and 100% after 3 hours 
for NSTEMI type I with only 1 false negative finding 
  
Follow up: 1% (4 patients) died in rule-out population, 6.7% (7 patients) died in NSTEMI group, 31 
(8.2%) died in gray-zone group. 
 -No change in mortality when exclusion of AMI was calculated by a 1- vs 3-hour approach 
 
 

Are the Results Valid?* 
Questions Comments 

A. Did clinicians face 
diagnostic uncertainty? 
 

 
Yes  – there was uncertainty regarding the diagnosis of chest 
pain in patient’s presenting to the ED with symptoms 
concerning for AMI. In this cohort only 17.7% of patients were 
founf to have AMI  
 
 
 

B. Was there a blind 
comparison with an 
independent gold 
standard applied similarly 
to the treatment group 
and the control group?  

          (Confirmation bias) 

 
No. There was no “gold standard” (catherization, stress testing, 
CTA) that was applied to all patients. The surrogate for a “gold 
standard” was adjudication by two independent cardiologists 
with access to all clinical data except for hs-cTnI  

C. Did the results of the test 
being evaluated influence 
the decision to perform 
the reference standard? 
(Ascertainment Bias) 

 
No. The use of hs-cTnI was independent of any other diagnostic 
studies performed in the ED All patients got hs-cTnI 
 
 
 
 
 

What are the Results?* 
Questions Comments 

A. What reported likelihood 
ratios were associated 
with the range of possible 
test results? 

No likelihood ratios were reported.  
 
BACC cohort:  
 



 39% of patients were considered “ruled-out” by the algorithm, with 
a false-negative rate of 1.0% and a NPV of 99.0% (95% CI 97.5-
99.7).  
 
17.7% of patients “ruled-in” for NSTEMI, the PPV was 87.1% 
(95% CI 79.6-92.6) at 1 hour, and 84.6% (95% CI 78.0-89.9) at 3 
hours.  
 
12-month mortality in the rule-out group was 1.0%; in the "gray-
zone" group it was 8.2%, and in the rule-in group it was 6.7%).   
 
ADAPT cohort:  
  
The algorithm had a NPV of 99.7% (95% CI 99.2-99.4) at 2 hours. 
for ruling-out NSTEMI,   
 
The algorithm had a PPV for NSTEMI of  81.5% (95% CI 75.3-
86.3) at 2 hours.  
 
APACE 
  
The algorithm had a NPV of 99.2% (95% CI 98.4-99.2) at 1 hour 
and 99.1% (95% CI 97.1-99.8) at 3 hours for ruling out NSTEMI. 
 
 
The algorithm had a PPV of 80.4% (95% CI 75.1-84.9) at 1 hour 
and 68.8% (59.2-77.3) at 3 hours for NSTEMI.  
 
 
 
 
 

How Can the Results Apply to Patient Care?* 
Questions 
 

Comments 

A. Will the 
reproducibility of the 
test result and its 
interpretation be 
satisfactory in my 
clinical setting? 
 

Possibly. Reference standards for diagnostic tests should accurately 
reflect the population being studied and include the prevalence of 
disease among that population. A validation study in our own 
population might be a consideration before implementation.   
 
 
 

B. Are the results 
applicable to patients 
in my clinical setting? 
 

Unsure –The negative predictive value is dependent on prevalence, 
so it would depend on the prevalence in the community. Most likely 
it would be applicable but its difficult to compare populations.  
 
 
 
 



C. Will the results 
change my 
management 
strategy? 
 

If this assay was available in the US, I would consider using it to 
help in my management of chest pain patients. Predictive model 
development should include impact studies. There is a paucity of 
data about implementing this type of protocol in the ED. Does it help 
or hinder through-put. Does it increase the number of “grey zone” 
patients predisposing to additional cost and harms of unnecessary 
testing?  
 
 
 
 
 

D. Will patients be 
better off as a result 
of the test? 
 

Based on the results the patient’s mortality is unaffected by whether 
a 1 hour or 3 hour algorithm is used. It could benefit hospitals and 
their resources. It could increase testing in “gray zone” patients. 
Additional impact studies are warranted. May help to identify true 
positive NSTEMI’s earlier and avoid treatment delats.   
 
 
 

 
 
Limitations:  
Based upon the demographics their patient population seems to represent higher risk patients than we 
typically place on our OBS units 
Disproportionate male/female ration and may not have the power to address females with CP 
No ECG component or pre-test probability of ACS which is integral to clinical practice.  – doesn’t 
correlate with ECG changes/findings and how that would affect the algorithm 
Unclear if this was a convenience sample. Authors did not report on total number of potential patients that 
could have been included 
Don’t specify how they qualified Type 1 from Type 2 NSTEMI 
There are numerous hs-TnI assays and not one reference standard therefore the authors results are 
applicable to this particular assay.   
Values are assay specific – cannot be applied to other assays without additional studies 
Gray zone patients – doesn’t provide much recommendations on what to do with those patients. 
Single 12 month f/u. Did not describe how they followed up and number lost to f/u 
Industry sponsored study with inherent potential bias . 
 
 
 
Your Clinical Bottom Line: 
I think it is a good study that shows that patient outcomes are not affected by a 1-hour vs 3-hour algorithm 
and that it shows promise for conservation of resources and prevention of unnecessary invasive 
procedures. Demonstrate good negative predictive value in all cohorts and if used in conjunction with 
clinical pre-test probability could be a useful adjunct to patient management.  
 


